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EVIPENCE FOR EXPLICIT GLUEBALLS FROM THE REACTION »"p • +*n

S.J. Lindenbaum

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

and City College of New York, Hew York, Hew York 10031

INTRODUCTION

In a pure Yang-Hills theory vhere SU(3) has local gauge

symmetry, all hadrons would be glueballs (i.e., multi-gluon reso-

nances). This is due to the Belf-coupllng of the gluons uhlch be-

comes stronger with decreasing energy and color confinement;.

But what do we find experimentally? The hadronlc sector "is

dominated by qq and qqq and there la yet no prior "experimental"

demonstration of the explicit existence of glueballe, iuhojs^ •! -

there were a number of glueball candidates and extensive discussion

of then. Thus the quarks which are a source* of particlesVtfor

gluons in qCD appear to have completely taken over the hadronlc

sector.

Therefore finding glueballo is crucial to QCD, Grand Unifica-

tion Schemes and Partial Unification Schemes which utilize SU(3) .

In fact it has been the author's opinion for some time ' that if

we don't 'Stabllah glueballs, QCD la in serious trouble. On the

other hand, the explicit establishment of glueball's would indeed

be a great, triumph for QCD.

* Gluons are also a source of gluons due to the self-couplings in

a non-Abelian Gauge Theory.

HOW DO YOU FIND CMJEBALLS?

It is obvious from prior experimental observation that if

glueballs exist they are essentially Basked in the vast collection

of meson nonets, existing in the mass range where one would expect

to find then {% 1-3 GeV).

Pattern Recognition of a Decuplet

The direct approach is m complicated pattern recognition

problem. One must find a nonet with a glueball with the same quan-

tum numbers near enough to the singlets In the nonet to mix with

them. Thus one would have

nonet + glueball •* decuplet

with characteristic mixing and splitting (and other special

characteristics of glueballs). Calculations have shown that the

ideal mixing observed in a great deal of nonets would be affected

in these decupleta, and pattern recognition would have to be

used.16"17 A glueball candidate of this type is the SLAC JPC - 0~*

1(1440), ' which could be the tenth member of a ground state

0 decuplet. Another glueball candidate of this type is the BNL/

CCftt JPC - 0** g (1240).1S This would make a new 0** nultiplet with

apparently the right characteristics: Of course one oust realize

that there are many other pOBBible explanations for these states.

Look in an OZI Suppressed Channel with a Variable Mass

In an OZI suppressed channel with variable mass glucballs with

the right quantum numbers should break down the OZI suppression in

the mass regions where thjy exist, and dominate the reaction

channel. Thus the OZI suppression can act as a filter for letting

* The SLAC «(1440) is thought to be in a channel where glueballs

are enhanced since it is found in J/t radiative decay.

** One could for example inadvertently nix states from the basic

nonet with those of a radial excitation.



glueballs paas while suppressing other acates. Furthermore, the

breakdown of the OZI suppression can serve as a clear signal chat

one or nore glueballn are present In the mass region. The basic

' Idea Is that according to present concepts In QCD, the OZI sup-

pression is due to the fact that two or nore hard gluons are needed

to bridge the gap In an OZI dlscontacted or hairpin diagram,* and

the early onset of asymptotic freedom leads to a relatively weak

coupling constant for these gluons, which then causes the OZI

suppression. On the other hand, if the glue in the intermediate

state resonates to form a glueball, the effective coupling constant

(as in all resonance phenomena) Bust become strong, and the OZI

auppreasion should disappear in the mass range of the glueball.

This should allow hadronlc states with the glueball quantum numbers

to form with essentially no OZI suppression. This argument has

been made previously by the author at ERICE and elsewhere.6'13"1*

Thus the OZI suppression essentially acts as a filter which lets

glueballs pass and suppresses quark states.

THE »~p -» **n (OZI FORBIDDEN CHANNEL)

The BNL/CCNY collaboration hid shown several years ago that in
IB

the OZI forbidden (or suppiressi-d) reaction i'p •» ++n at an inci-

dent plon energy of 22.6 CeV, that the OZI suppression was essen-

tially absent4 in this OZI forbidden process. This was quantita-

tively demonstrated, and interpreted by the author as evidence for

glueballs in the ft system.*'6 However, Initially 100, and later

170, events were obtained and this small number did not allow a

viable convincing partial wave analysis to explicitly identify the

glueball candldaten quantum numbers, maas, wld'.h, etc. The

observed 4+ mass spectrum in other later low statistics measure'
19gents were consistent with our results.

* Three gluons sre needed If the hairpin Is a vector, two are

needed If the hairpin la a scalar.

However, BNL/CCNY planned a new experiment to obtain > than

an order of magnitude more data which would hopefully cllow a

significant partial wave analysis. In order to accomplish this

the BNL HFS (Hultipartlcle Spectrometer) was being redesigned so

that a new novel high speed drift chaaber system replaced the spark

chambers and thus allowed gathering data at an order of magnitude

faster rate.

This spring we successfully commissioned the new HFS II and

in a 2-3 week run obtained 1203 »"p •• tin events even though Che

visible cross section is onl? •>• 6 nanobaros.

A partial wave analysis of this data which was just presented
21

at the Paris Conference, yields two explicit strong glueball can-

didates In the •• system with all quantum numbers, mass .ind width

determined. The experiment was done at an incident »~ energy of

22 CeV.

Let us now look at the diagrams in Fig. 1 which represent the

various channels studied in the experiment.

The basic reaction observed ±B given by the OZI allowed

reaction (Fig. la) «"p -» K+K"K+K~n.

'•}

Figure las The quark line diagram loi the reaction iTp -• K+K~K+K"n,

which is connected and 0_<. allowed.



In QCD 2 ? one contlders those OZI allowed reactions to proceed by a

continuous aerlaa of exchange! of tingle and perhapa aome low energy

•ultlple gluona which have relatively atrong effective coupling

conacanta and thus proceed as atrong Interaction!!. The poorly

understood hadronizatlon process can to a large extent occur near

Che outer reglona of the confinement region and have unsuppreaaed

cross sections.

If one K+K~ pair forms a + we have the reaction » p -» »K K n

(aee Fig. lb) which la still a connected diagram and OZI allowed.
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Figure lb: The quark line diagram for the reaction » p -» *K K n,

which la connected and OZI allowed.

However if both K+K~ palra form +'s we have a disjoint (hair-

pin) diagram which is OZI forbidden. Thus »"p •» »*n aa shown in

Fig. lc la an OZI forbidden diagram and should exhibit the OZI

suppression.

This has been clearly shown for »~p f »n where the OZI sup-

pression factor has been found to be t 100.23 ThuB typically one

finds

o(iTp) •* uin ̂  1 Q 0

o(iTp) •* *n

reflecting the OZI suppression factor.

Figure lc: The quark line diagram for the reaction *~p -* t*n which

la disjoint (i.e. a hairpin diagram) and is OZI for-

bidden. Two or three gluons are shown connecting the

disconnected parts of the diagram depending upon the

quantum numbers of Che ff system.

However, another OZI allowed process corresponding to a con-

nected diagram Is K~p •» +A. The ratio

o(K"p) f 60

again showing the typical OZI suppression.

The decay matrix element squared of 4 -* K K~ (shown in Fig.

2a), an OZI Allowed process, is t< 100 times that for • •• p n which

Is OZI suppressed. * Hence in both the production and decay, a

single t hairpin (disjoint diagram, see Fig. 2b), corresponds

to an OZI suppression factor t 100.

Now you may ask 1B it as legitimate to consider n p •• $$n also

as a disjoint diagram subject to the OZI suppression. The answer

is clearly yes as I shall now demonstrate. Each of the two $'s
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Figure 2a: The quark line diagram for Che reaction * •» K K ~ which

is connected and thus OZI allowed.

> -

Figure 2b; The quark line diagram for the reaction 4 -• p 1" which

is disjoint (I.e. hairpin) and OZI forbidden.

is an almost pure as meson system. If you look at Fig. lc from

right co left you have cwo ss states disjoint from che t~, p and n

part of the diagram which is connected, and contains only u and d

quarks. Thli la basically no different a disjoint diagram Chan the

single • production case (Fig. 2c) where the OZI suppression Is

Figure 2c: The quark line diagram for the reaction »~p -» +n which

Is a disjoint (i.e. hairpin) and OZI forbidden.

calculated based on experimental results to be Just what is expected

from the • decay, a factor ^ 100.

The following 1B an experimental example of another case where

a disjoint diagram formed by two particles in the final state com-

posed of new types of quarks and their mtiquarks leads to OZI

suppression.

+ (3685) -• J/+ « V (33 i 2)X. or J/+ . V (17 t 2)Z

The full width of the +(3685) is C.215 MeV clearly showing the

strong OZI suppression correspondlnu to the fact that the initial

at»t.e contains cc quarks only, whereas the final state still con-

tains the cc quarks but the diagram becomes disconnected when u

and d quarks and their antlquarks (to fora th« two plans) are in-

cluded in the final state.

But you nlghc say what If I Introduce two-step processes or

other complicated intermediate states or processes, other than hard

multigluons to Jimp Che disjointed part of the diagram. The author

has discussed this and shown that the OZI rule is peculiar in that

you can defeat it by two-step processes (Fig. 3) or In QCD language

changing the nature of the multlgluon exchange needed in the one-

step diagrams to * scries of the ordinary OZI allowed gluon ex-

changes .

J _u
I

1 > •

ItV"Figure 3a: The reactions f •> ItV" + p+»", a two-step connected dia-

gram which appears to be OZI allowed but is not (accor-
1 Rh

ding to experiment). Proposed cancellations of

artificial nature were proposed to eliminate this pro-

blem, but the author believes the simple Ansatz that

they are highly suppressed Is much more likely to be

consonant with observations and QCD.
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Figure 3b: The reaction »~p •» K K~n •• •», a two-step connected

diagram which appears to be OZI allowed but Is not

(according to experiment).

Fig'ire 3c: The reaction *"p •> *K K"n -• +$n via a two-step con-

nected diagram which appears to be OZI allowed hut 1B

not.

In other words, Zwelg's diagrans are, based on all experimental

observations, to be taken literally as one-step processes and the

multigluon exchanges needed to connect disconnected parts of the

diagrams are not to be tampered with. Why are these peculiarities

observed? I cannot answer that. Neither can I answer why color

exists, why confinement? Why quarks? etc. etc. etc. These are all

concepts based on observation.

It is certainly consistent with all experimental observations
IB *

in the +, J/t and T systems that the OZI rule works very well,

and aa I have pointed out if one wants to invent appropriate Multi-

stop processes or tamper with the nature of a gluon exhcange in the

one-step Zweig diagrans one can defeat: the rule. Therefore I

assume the OZI rule (with the caveats that I have mentioned) as an

input assumption, and of course QCD as an input assumption in

drawing my conclusions in this paper. If you grant me QCD and OZI

as valid assumptions, I will later conclude that we have discovered

one or more glueballs. If you quarrel with assuming QCD, there is

absolutely no point in discussinc glueballs. If you quarrel with

assuming OZI (as cnveated) ve will have to demote our conclusion

of glueball discovery to discovery of strong glueball candidates,

and suggest you explain wl * the assumption of the OZI, rule which

has been consistently observed to work be replaced by complicated

alternatives. Remember the name of the physics game is simplicity

when it works.

THE NEW BNL/CCNY «"p + 4+n EXPERIMENT

We utilized the new BUI. HPS II, the experimental arrangement

of which Is shown in Fig. A. The major changes from the HPS I

experiments to HPS II experiments was to replace the spark chambers

with drift chambers with ten tines mare data-gathering rate capa-

bility and to improve the (charged particle and Y) veto box around

the liquid hydrogen target to obtain an even cleaner neutron

signal.

* The fact that the OZI rule works well for the single • , J/* and

T is understandable if there are no glueballs with the right

quantum numbers at their masses.

** These restrictions apparently violate crossing and unitarity.

I consider these peculiarities as another fact of life of

quarks, gluons, and color confinement.
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Figure 4: The HPS II and the experimental arrangement (see Ref. a

for further details).

Figure 5 is a scatter plot of the mass of one K K~ pair versus

the H I I of the second K K~ pair. Each event has two points on the

plot since there are four possible combinations. One clearly

notices the two • bands standing out over the 4-kaon background.

However, vhere the two + bands cross we find a black spot whose

peak intensity (coriecttJ for resolution and double counting) Is

greater than 1,000 tines that of the adjoining 4-kaon event In-

tensity. The * band intensity (corrected for resolution} Is about

a factor of 20 higher than the adjoining 4-kaon event Intensity.

Where the two + bands cross, the tt intensity (corrected for

resolution) is * SO tines greater than the f(K+K~) intensity. If

the OZI suppression were working very little enhancement would be

seen here. Thus we havv a patent violation of the OZI suppression.

This effect was already clearly noted by us in 1978. The speaker

has previously shown that If one uses Che Isobar nodal, which

la well known to work well and has no provision for OZI suppression

Figure 5: Scatter plot of K K*° effective mass, two randonly

chosen mass combinations arc plotted for each event.

Clear banda of 4(1020) are Been with an enoraous

enhancement (black spot; where they overlap (I.e. • • ) .

in lc, one can quantitatively explain ' the behavior of this

scatter plot within a factor of 2. The now greater statistics

experlnental data arc consistent with the earlier experiment in

this regard.

Independent evidence of the breakdown of the OZI suppression

Is given by a study of the reaction K~p -» ++A or W E 0 . This is

an OZI allowed reaction and yet the cross section obtained is



only a factor t. 6 larger than the cross section for »~p •» t$n

which la an OZI forbidden reaction. He also have kaona In our bean

and have studied thin reaction and trom preliminary results obtain

the M M factor t 4. One should divide the 4 by a factor of 2

sine* In the w~ case only n 1B allowed to accompany the tt, whereas

la the K case, either i ( or £° Is acceptsd.

Thus within a factor of 2 the two cross sections are equal,

shoving little difference between the OZI allowed and forbidden

reactions.

In contrast to this, the ratio"

q(K~p)

-I24

•% 60

showing the typical OZI suppression of the forbidden to Che

allowed reaction, and as is algQ will known;

£i3LEl_£_sa ,, 100
«(i p) * 411

shows the typical OZI suppression *• 100.

Hence vie have shown in a number of ways that the large OZI

suppression t> 100 expected In single + production is present,

whereas that expected in if production 1B broken down to within a

factor of 2 of OZI allowed processes which is within the uncer-

tainties of the comparisons. Thus we can clearly conclude on a

number of grounds that the expected OZI suppression is essentially

entirely absent in the up-* +$n OZI forbidden process. Figure 6

shows the mass spectrum of the other K K~ pair in one event when-

ever ono K+K~ pair falls In the 4 mass band <1014.6 i 14 MeV) and

clearly indicates the huge 44 signal. Figure 7 shows a very clear

neutron recoil from the 4$ with an estimated contamination of non-

neutron events in our data sample <v 31 which should have a negli-

gible effect on our analysis. In the I U S S region where we did our

partial wave analysis, the $K K~ background was small (approximately

10Z) and it was included In our analysis.

EVENTS
/ZMcV

0.99

Figure (is The effective moss of each K K~ pair for which the

other pair was in the • mass band.

The histogram in Fig. 8 shows the detected 44 effective mass

spectrum for 120i «~p •* $$n with an estimated background of 130

events from $K K~ (fy 10%) and Hi 40 events of non-neutron recoil.

The dashed line is the Monte Carlo determined acceptance of the

apparatus of ouv partial wave analysis solution to be discussed

later. However one should note that the result obtained for t'ne

acceptance 1B close to that one would obtain from phase space.

Furthermore the results of the partial wave analysis are insen-

sitive to considerable changes in the acceptance. The observed
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Figure 7: The missing mass squared for the neutral recoiling

syntem from the •••

spectrum is consistent with that of Ref. 3 and other subsequent low

statistics •• experiments.19 One should note that the |tj| $ 0.3

GeV2 the t' distribution Is consistent with e . I t

Figure 8: The observed 44 effective aass spectrum. The dashed

line Is the Monte Carlo calculated acceptance. The

solid line is the P.H.A. fit to be discussed later.

should be noted that the 44 nass spectrum from K p •» 44A/E Is

much broader and extends to much higher uasses (see Fig. 9).

THE PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS

In order to perform the partial wave analysis (FWA) ue used

six angles to specify all kinematic and other characteristics of

the 44 system with each 4 decaying Into a K K pair.

Figure 10 shows the Gottfried-Jackson frame (which is the

rest franc for the 44 system). The usual CJ angles, B(polar) and

y uzlmuthal, were employed. We then considered the rest frame of

each 4-

Flgure 11 shows the rest frame of 4 . In it we label the

polar angle of the decay of the K, relative to the 4 direction BB

0 , and the azimuthal angle of the decaying K as a . There is
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Figure 9: The H effective masB spectrum for K~p -* $$ hit.

a similar rest frame (not shown) for the second • with corresponding

polar angle for K. of Q, and azlauthal angle a,. Since the aiimu-

chal angles a are the sane in either 4 rest frame, a. is shown In

the rest frame of a.. However, of course, 0 is different in Che

two rest frames.

Since the decay kaons are splnless, these six angles specify

everything for the H syaten decaying into kaons. These angles and

relevant combinations of them were used In the partial wave

analysis. For the H aysten, I - 0 and C - +.

The partial waves considered were all waves with J - 0,1,2,3,4;

L - 0,1,2,3; S « 0,1,2; -J <_ M <, J, P - i, n - i where J is the

total angular momentum of the tf system. L is the orbital angular

momentum, M ia J , P is the parity and n Che exchange naturality

of the wave.

Due to the identity of the two 4 mesons bose statistics

requires that L + S » even number, and this uos an imposed require-

ment. The above criteria led to a group of 52 independent waves.

The maximua likelihood method was used for the FWA. In order to

determine the partial waves playing a major role In the $$ system,

the events In the mass region 2.1 to 2.3 GeV were fitted with an

I',

6,J. FRAME Z = •" BEAM

Y = p x H

X • Y x Z

Z'

/A \ «. Y

•j AND »2 LIE IN (Z,X') PLANE

Figure 10: The Gottfried-Jackson frame with polar angle 6 and

azimuthal angle y.



REST FRAME OF *1

Figure 11: The t rest frame with Che polar angle e, of die decoy

K1 (relative to f direction) and the azimuthal angle

Oj of tho decay K*.

Incoherent background plus one additional partial wave of specific
p

J , S, L, M and n. cycling through each of the 52 waves described

above. The largestt and only significant contribution came from

J SLMn " 2 200". This wave was retained and In order to search

for other waves each of the other 51 were added one at a time in

turn. The only significant additional contribution cane from

J SUi" - 2 220~. These two waves were then retained and each of

the remaining fifty were added one at a time in turn. No signifi-

cant contribution from any other wave was found. The ft data were

then divided up into five adjoining 100 HeV wide bins starting

from threshold, GO that we could explore the mass dependence of the

partial wave structure. The bin size was chosen because about 200

events per bin are needed to obtain reliable solutions.

The background from >K K~ events (% 111) was estimated from

an examination Df the regions adjacent to the $$ peak. There was

no evidence of any angular structure, BO this background was repre-

sented by a flat distribution in all angles. A maximum likelihood

P +
fit to the five bins using the two J •> 2 waves described gave a

very good fit ' M x /D.F. £ 1 uhen the statistics and systematic

errors were considered. To ensure that no other combination of

two waves would give an equivalent fit, each possible combination

01' two waves, i.e. 52 x 51/2 > 1326, were tried In the central bin

where the S and D waves found had a algnificant overlap. The

cluaest one came to a fit wai 5a away from the original fit. These

1 5o fits always involved th* S-wave originally found as one of the

two waves. • Hence the original two-wave fit is clearly selected.

Therefore the mass Independent solutions (i.e. no parameccrl-

ve
2

zatlon chosen) for the J SLM1 - 2 200* S-uave and the 2 220~ D-wave

are shown in Fig. 12. The loer half of the figure shows the |S|
P +

* One might perhaps expect a background of the L • 0, J - 0 wive

at threshold, but this wave 011 tributes only 10 * 51 of the events

In the lowest masa bin. Fur- Kroore one should recall backgrounds

do not break down OZI suppress ion.
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Figure 12: (a) The points show the Intensity (|s|2 and |D| Z) and

for the best mass-independent two-wave fit described

in the text.

(b) The D-S phase difference (mass-independent) for

the best two-wave fit described in the text. The

curves show the resultant best maxiaun likelihood flta

for the parameterization of two Interfering Breit-

Wlgner resonances.

normalized to events *B the open clicle points and the corres-

pondlnt |D| aaplltudes squared arc shown ss the closed points.

The x points on the top part of the figure show the D-S phase

difference. A natural paraaeterliatlon for these data Is one or

two Breit-Ulgne.a. A one Breit-Wigncr fit was rejected by > 10a,

primarily because of the phase difference. A two Brelt-Wlgner fit

on the other hand was very good with x^DF % 1. The solid lines

show th.'a fit and the quantua nuabers snd psraaeters of the two

resonances to be discussed later are shown In Table I.

TABLE I

Quantum nuabers ?-.d parameter! of the Brelt-Wigner resonance fit

to the S- and D-uave amplitude! (and phsae difference) of Fig. 12.
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Ratio of Partial Widths

It at first appears remarkable that we can demonstrate such

selectivity (I.e. 2 waves selected out of 52). However this results

from the fact that the t+ system is a very powerful analysis systea

for picking particular waves. In order to see how this cones about

let us look at Figs. 13a and 13b where angular variables fov
PC *H*

numerous allowed (I.e. L + !i - even) pure waveo up to J • 4

are shovi. Our data shows a flat distribution In y> * U M - 0

waves which are shown have this feature. Therefore there Is no

need to plot y

We can notice from these figures which show the behavior of

a, aj - aj, oj + Oj. cosB, cos8, cosfl| + cosB^. cosS^ - cosBj,

that each wave has Its own characteristic signature in the various

variables shown. The primes (I.e. a' - a') were modifications to
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Figure 13a: Various pure waves from J »0 to J -2 with H - 0.
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L«t Sit
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Figure 13b: Various pure waves frost J*C»0°"1' to jrC'i** with H • 0.

the variables for display and comparison purposes BO as to equalize

the phase space In each histogram bin (to be shown later). For

example

to1
(a _ a )
v 1 V

_ la .o
' 1

h
1

Similar equalltaclonu In phase space were made per bin wherever

primes are ahoun. Due to the Inherent syonetry, cosP, ta' - a! -

a',, and coss! - cooO' have been folded, the data for a and a_

added, and the data for co«sQ, and cos8~ added. The very charac-

teristic signature for particular pure uavee in theBe angular

variables give us the great selectivity we have found. For example,
F +

notice that the two J - 2 (G and D) waves that we have found In

the partial wave analysis (the third and the fifth froa the top In

Fig. 13a) have similar very characteristic large structure In aj -

<>2 and Che S-wave has a characteristic structure In a whereas the

D-wave does not. Thus a\ - al and a are the roost Important varia-
P +

bles In selecting the J «• 2 uaveD we found In our partial wave

analysis.

With this introduction 1 now turn to a detailed comparison

(In 3 mass bins) of the data and the Honte Carlo generated predic-

tion for our fit from the partial wave analysis. The Honte Carlo

results are acceptance-corrected and are based on over 14,030

evr.nts, Bore than an order of magnitude ware st» Istlcs than the

data (for which the actual number of events are snown In the plots).

Thus the statistical fluctuations In the Monte Carlo results will

be small compared to those in the data. Furthermore we determined

that the angular variables and correlations were not sensitive to

the acceptance except in the case of the G.J. angle 8.

Figure 11a chows a comparison of the data and Monte Carlo for

v (the G.J. azimuthal angle) and the polar angle 6. The agreement

Is excellent.

Figure l'ib BIIOWS a comparison of the data and Monte Carlo for

cos3, where C is the G.J. polar angle. Even though cosB is sensi-

tive to the acceptance, we obtain a quite reasonable agr ement.
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Figure 14:
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(a) Comparison of the data and the acceptance-corrected

Honte Carlo for the fit in G.J. azinuthal angle r-

(b) Companion of the data and the acceptance-corrected

Honte Carlo for the fit in G.J. polar angle function

coaf).

Figure IS shows the data and Honte Carlo predictions of the

fit for a and 4o" « a1 " '2-
The agreenent between the data and

the Honte Carlo prediction based on the fit Is Boat impressive

for An* since there are large factors i£ 3 between p'jaks and

valleys.

In the case of a the agreement is also quite good. The first

bin Bhows large structure, characteristic of the S-wave, as we have

remarked previously. The next bin shown (third bin) is where the

D-wMVe is very inportant and shows very little structure In a^,

which, as we pointed out previously, Is a feature of the D-wave.

The agreement is good. The nert bin shows the structure returning

as the D-wavc drops down and again indicating good agreenent.

Figure 16 shows the comparison of the data with the Honte

Carlo for a' + a'- and COBJ. Here again the agreenent is generally

quite good and there is no Bizeable structure In these variables.

Figure 17 shows the comparison with the Honte Carlo for

cose] - cose?, and cosB| + COBSJ. Here again the agreement is quite

good and there is no sizeable structure in these variables.

Thus we have made ten* characteristic angular correlations for

six independent variables and found E°°d agreement - striking at

times In fa' and a for example. The dats. and Monte Carlo agree In

all mass bins in all variables.

'the next question is how does our fit compare with the

observed W muss spectrum? This Is shown in Fig. 18 where the

solid line Is the fit prediction. The agreement here Is also quite

food. However, I oust remark that In dealing with the 4t system,

its myriad and characteristic angulrr distributions and angular

correlations are much more important tests of the significance of

the fit, than the mass spectrua. Thus ve can feel quite confident

that our two Brelt-Wigner fits are in excellent agreement with the

data.

* a represents the data for a and tiio data for a added due to

symmetry. CosO represents the data for co&6 and the data

for cosQ-, added due to eynmetvy.
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Figure 15: (a) Comparison of Che data and the accepti.nce-rorrected
KMonte Carlo for the azinuthal angle a of Che decay K in

the • rest frame.

(b) Comparison of fla1 » aj - aj with the acceptance-

corrected Monte Carlo for the fit.
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Figure 16: (a) Comparison of the data and the occeptance-corrected

Monte Carlo for aj + a£.

(b) Comparison of the data and the acceptance-corrected

Monte Carlo foi ccis6.
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Figure 18: The observed •• mass spectrum compared to the predicted

(solid line curve) mass spectrum from the acceptance-

corrected fit. The dashed line is the acceptance.

The mass and full width, partial width ratios, and all the

quantum numbers for these two Brelt-Wigncr resonances are given

in Table I. They are at tlifi very least strong glueball candidates

due to the breakdown of the OZI suppression, and the striking

selectivity of 2 out of 52 possible waves selected.

In fact if one assumes:

1. The correctness of QCD;

2. The universality of the OZI rule (with the necessary

caveats) as described previously. Namely, the necessary one-step

requirement which is equivalent to the requirement that there Is

no change in the nature of a gluon exchange. The above is equiva-

lent to the statement that a disjoint Zvicig diagiam, due to intro-

duction of a new type of qq pairs, must Involve i.< multlgluon ex-

change. This leads to OZI suppression due to a Jeikly coupled

multigluon exchange. As I have pointed out previously, a glueball

in which the gluons lesonatfc would lead to effectively strongly-

coupled glue, and break down the 021 suppression.



This leaves me aa the only explanation of the OZI suppression

breakdown and the observed selectivity the presence of one or two

primary glueballs in the n i l region vtth these quantum numbers.

Impure qq intermediate states, A quark states, etc. are ruled out

by the above assumptions (assumption 2).

Why do I say one or two primary glueballs? Because one

primary gluebull could break down the OZI suppression and possibly

mix with a nearby quark state with the same quantum numbers yielding

two states very rich in resonating glue. Of course both states

could come from different primary glueballs since we expect that

there la a glutball spectrum of states - not Just a single glue-

ball.

It should be noted that in a number of papers it was concluded

that the width of a glueball should be narrower than hadronic re-

sonances typically by a factor •>• /OZI suppression factor. TheBe

conslderationa were based on treating the quark-glue, glue-glue

coupling as weak, and clearly do nor apply if the glue-glue coupling

become* strong enough to fora a resonance, in which case we are

generally dealing with a very strongly interacting multigluon

resonance.

In fact the glue-glue coupling is effectively stronger than

this quark-glue coupling, and therefore, glueballs should be as wide,

or wider than, typical hadronic resonances In the mass region.

In Table II we list some typical resonance widths from the

particle data group cables and widths for other glueball candi-

dates. We see that r •>> (200-300) t 100 HeV are reasonable values

for glueballs.

MASS AND J

APPROACHES

OF THE GLUEBALLS FROM VARIOUS PHENOMENOLOGICAL

-12In constituent glueball models due to confinement, the
2Buluon JB considered to have an effective mass m % 0.75 GeV.

* They might also eventually dress themselves to Rome degree

with qq pairs.

TABLE II
Past Resonance Widths for Some Hadronic Resonances from the

25Particle Data Group Table

Scate Full Width r In HeV

8(1690) J O ) 200 « 20

p'UfiOO) ].+U">" 3C0 1 100

f(127O) 0*(2+)+ 179 1 20

Resonance Widths for Other Glueball Candidates9'10'1*

SLAC 1(1440)

6(1640)

BML/CCNY gs(124O)

(0 55+20-30

140 i 10

Thus we might expect to be in the three-gluon sector. One

should note that due to the self-coupling between the gluons and

their splittings that a gauge Invariant description with a definite

number of gluons is not possible. Nevertheless it is physically

appealing and reasonable to expect in constituent gluon nodels that

the lowest lying ground stste would be mostly composed of 2 gluons

and have a mass % 2 x 0.75 GeV !fc 1.5 GeV. One would expect another

ground state In the 3g sector costly composed of 3 fcluons vlth a

mass % 3 x 0.75 GeV ty 2.25 GeV.
29The HIT bag calculations of glueball* assume nasslcss gluons

and obtain predictions for quantum numbers and masses of various
29states. The masses do not fit jome present glueball candidates.

Hyperfine energy shifts that depend on <* have been put into the

bag calculations to allow such fits. Adapting these methods, we

have derived m for two-gluon states as a function of o^. The SLAC

i(1440) jnd 6(1640) glueball candidates, and the BNL/CCHY gfi(1240)

glueball candidate, were used as Inputs to derive the results
Pr 11

shoun in Fig. 19. As you can see, we can obtain i J •!

g_(2160) at about the right mass as an excited state in the 2g



Figure 19: The nredicted naea and quantua numbers of the 2g glue-

balla from adopting the methodB of Rcf. 30. The

1(1440), 0(1640) and gB(124O) were used as input to

determine the overall Bads level, the spacing between

the levels, and ag (till break in lines).

sector. However, the Baseless assumption lor giuons In the bag

does not allow J » 2 for low-lying 3-gluon states, In contrast
PCto the constituent gluon BK>del which allows all J for 3g states

and all JP+ (i.e.. C - +) for 2g stares.

So far, lattice calculations have concentrated mainly on the
PC II

glueball ground atate getting J - 0 , K'vO.B- 1.0 CeV. Recently

tltey have begun no attack higher spin mates. The work la still

preliminary, but Indications are that higher spin states could well

show up In our mass region. Thus, In Binary, one finds that che

phenoaenologlcal models are generally compatible with our results,

except for the possibility of the HIT bag calculations if we are In

the 3g sector.

CONCLUSIONS

Civen QCD aa an Ansati and OZI (with appropriate restrictions)

as a second Anaatz, I conclude we have discovered either two glue-

balls with characteristics described below, or two states very rich

in resonating glue formed fton one primary gluebail mixing with a

nearby quark state at the same quantum numbers, thus forming two

states.

The quantum numbers and characteristics of these states are:

,C ,FC

£,.(2320)

.*+

Hass (HeV)

2160 i 50

2320 i 40

* However, one should be aware that pcrturbatlvc treatments are

not Justifiable at high values of a .
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